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On real analytic orbifolds and Riemannian metrics

MARJA KANKAANRINTA

We begin by showing that every real analytic orbifold has a real analytic Riemannian
metric. It follows that every reduced real analytic orbifold can be expressed as a
quotient of a real analytic manifold by a real analytic almost free action of a compact
Lie group. We then extend a well-known result of Nomizu and Ozeki concerning
Riemannian metrics on manifolds to the orbifold setting: Let X be a smooth (real
analytic) orbifold and let ˛ be a smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric on X .
Then X has a complete smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric conformal to ˛ .
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1 Introduction

In this paper we consider Riemannian metrics on smooth, ie, C1 , and real analytic
orbifolds. As is well-known, a smooth Riemannian metric for any smooth orbifold can
be constructed by using invariant Riemannian metrics on orbifold charts and gluing
them together by a smooth partition of unity. Real analytic manifolds admit real analytic
Riemannian metrics, since they can be real analytically embedded in Euclidean spaces.
Neither of these two methods to construct Riemannian metrics work for real analytic
orbifolds and a different approach is needed.

Recall that an orbifold is called reduced if the actions of the finite groups on orbifold
charts are effective. We first study the frame bundle Fr.X / of a reduced n–dimensional
real analytic orbifold X . The frame bundle Fr.X / is a real analytic manifold and the
general linear group GLn.R/ acts properly and almost freely, ie, with finite isotropy
subgroups, on Fr.X /. Thus Fr.X / has a GLn.R/–invariant real analytic Riemannian
metric (see Illman and the author [4, Theorem I]), which induces a real analytic
Riemannian metric on X . We then show that every real analytic orbifold inherits a
real analytic Riemannian metric from the corresponding reduced orbifold. Therefore
we obtain the following.

Theorem 1.1 Let X be a real analytic orbifold. Then X has a real analytic Riemann-
ian metric.
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Since, by Theorem 1.1, every real analytic orbifold has a real analytic Riemannian
metric, we can construct the orthonormal frame bundle OFr.X / for every reduced real
analytic orbifold. As in the smooth case (see Adem, Leida and Ruan [1, Theorem 1.23]),
we prove the following.

Theorem 1.2 Let X be a reduced n–dimensional real analytic orbifold. Then X is
real analytically diffeomorphic to the quotient orbifold OFr.X /=O.n/.

Notice that if X is a reduced n–dimensional real analytic orbifold, then OFr.X / is a
real analytic manifold with a real analytic, effective, almost free action of the orthogonal
group O.n/. Thus Theorem 1.2 implies the following.

Corollary 1.3 Let X be a reduced n–dimensional real analytic orbifold. Then X

is real analytically diffeomorphic to a quotient orbifold M=O.n/, where M is a real
analytic manifold and O.n/ acts on M real analytically, effectively and almost freely.

It follows that reduced real analytic orbifolds can be studied by using methods developed
for studying real analytic almost free actions of compact Lie groups.

To prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we use two kinds of comparisons. Firstly, we compare
Riemannian metrics on a quotient orbifold M=G to G –invariant Riemannian metrics
on the G –manifold M (Section 3). Secondly, we compare Riemannian metrics on an
orbifold to those on the corresponding reduced orbifold (Section 4). We conclude the
paper by applying these comparisons to prove a result concerning complete Riemannian
metrics.

Theorem 1.4 Let X be a smooth (resp. real analytic) orbifold. For any smooth (resp.
real analytic) Riemannian metric ˛ on X there exists a complete smooth (resp. real
analytic) Riemannian metric on X which is conformal to ˛ .

The corresponding result for Riemannian metrics on smooth manifolds has been proved
by Nomizu and Ozeki [8, Theorem 1]. The corresponding equivariant result, which
also is used in the proof of Theorem 1.4, was proved by the author [5, Theorems 3.1
and 5.2].
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2 Definitions

We first recall the definition of an orbifold.

Definition 2.1 Let X be a topological space and let n 2N .

(1) An orbifold chart of X is a triple . zU ;G; '/, where zU is an open connected
subset of Rn , G is a finite group acting on zU and 'W zU !X is a G –invariant
map inducing a homeomorphism U D '. zU / Š zU =G . Let ker.G/ be the
subgroup of G acting trivially on zU .

(2) An embedding .�; �/W . zU ;G; '/! . zV ;H;  / between two orbifold charts is
an injective homomorphism � W G ! H such that � is an isomorphism from
ker.G/ to ker.H /, and an equivariant embedding �W zU ! zV with  ı�D ' .

(3) An orbifold atlas on X is a family U D f. zU ;G; '/g of orbifold charts which
cover X and satisfy the following: For any two charts . zU ;G; '/ and . zV ;H;  /
and a point x 2'. zU /\ . zV /, there exist a chart . �W ;K; �/ such that x 2�. �W /

and embeddings . �W ;K; �/! . zU ;G; '/ and . �W ;K; �/! . zV ;H;  /.

(4) An orbifold atlas U refines another orbifold atlas V if every chart in U can be
embedded into some chart in V . Two orbifold atlases are equivalent if they have
a common refinement.

Definition 2.2 An n–dimensional orbifold is a paracompact Hausdorff space X

equipped with an equivalence class of n–dimensional orbifold atlases.

An orbifold is called smooth (resp. real analytic), if for every orbifold chart . zU ;G; '/, G

acts smoothly (resp. real analytically) on zU and if each embedding �W zU! zV is smooth
(resp. real analytic).

Let X be an orbifold, and let x 2X . Let . zU ;G; '/ and . zV ;H;  / be orbifold charts
of X such that x 2'. zU /\ . zV /. Let zx 2 zU and zy 2 zV be such that '.zx/D .zy/Dx .
We denote the isotropy subgroups at zx and zy by Gzx and Hzy , respectively. Then Gzx
and Hzy are isomorphic. Thus we can associate to every x 2 X a finite group, well-
defined up to an isomorphism, and called the local group of x .

Orbifold maps are defined as follows.

Definition 2.3 Let X and Y be smooth (real analytic) orbifolds. We call a map
f W X ! Y a smooth (real analytic) orbifold map, if for every x 2X , there are charts
. zU ;G; '/ around x and . zV ;H;  / around f .x/, such that f maps U D '. zU / into
V D . zV / and the restriction f jU can be lifted to a smooth (real analytic) equivariant
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map zf W zU ! zV . A smooth (real analytic) map f W X ! Y is called a smooth (real
analytic) diffeomorphism if f is a bijection and if the inverse map f �1W Y ! X is
smooth (real analytic).

Remark Let X be an orbifold and let F be any finite group. Replace every orbifold
chart . zU ;G; '/ of X by the orbifold chart . zU ;G �F; '/, where G �F acts on zU
via the projection G �F ! G . Doing this for every orbifold chart of X yields an
orbifold Y . The identity maps X ! Y and Y ! X are orbifold maps, and they
are smooth (real analytic) if X and Y are smooth (real analytic) orbifolds. This
means that two orbifolds are not necessarily considered equivalent, even if they are
diffeomorphic. However, if there is a diffeomorphism f W X ! Y , where both X

and Y are reduced orbifolds, then X and Y have equivalent sheaf categories; see
Moerdijk and Pronk [7, Proposition 2.1]. In particular, in this case the local groups
of x and f .x/ are isomorphic, for every x 2X .

Definition 2.4 A Riemannian metric ˛ on an orbifold X is given by a collection of
Riemannian metrics ˛ zU on the zU of the orbifold charts . zU ;G; '/ so that

(1) the group G acts isometrically on zU ,

(2) the embeddings �W ! zU and �W ! zV of Definition 2.1(3) are isometries.

If X is a smooth (real analytic) orbifold and if all the ˛ zU are smooth (real analytic),
then ˛ is a smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric.

Let X be a smooth orbifold, and let . zUi ;Gi ; 'i/, i 2 I , be orbifold charts of X such
that f'i. zUi/gi2I is a locally finite cover of X . Then each zUi has a smooth Riemannian
metric ˛ zUi , and by averaging over Gi , we may assume that ˛ zUi is Gi –invariant, ie,
that Gi acts isometrically on zUi . Gluing these Riemannian metrics together, by using
a smooth partition of unity, gives a smooth Riemannian metric on X ; see Moerdijk
and Mrčun [6, Proposition 2.20]. All the orbifolds in [6] are assumed to be reduced.
However, the proof of Proposition 2.20 also works in the general case.

We next recall the way to define distance on a connected Riemannian orbifold; for details
and proofs, see Borzellino [3]. Assume a smooth (real analytic) orbifold X is equipped
with a smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric ˛ . Let  W Œ0; 1�!X be an admissible
curve [3, Definition 35]. The interval Œ0; 1� can be decomposed into finitely many
subintervals Œti ; tiC1� such that  .Œti ; tiC1�/�Ui D '. zUi/, for some chart . zUi ;Gi ; 'i/

of X . Let i denote the restriction of  to Œti ; tiC1�, and let zi be a lift of i , for
every i . If zi is piecewise differentiable, its length can be calculated by integrating.
If zi is merely continuous, then its length can be calculated by approximating it by
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piecewise differentiable curves. Every lift of i has the same length and the length of
the lift does not depend on which chart of X is being used. Thus the length L˛.i/

of i can be defined to be the length of zi . Then the length L˛. / of  equals the
sum of the L˛.i/.

Every curve connecting two points on an orbifold can always be replaced by an
admissible curve whose local lifts are at most as long as the ones of the original
curve [3, Remark 39]. Thus the distance between any given points x and y of a
connected orbifold X can be defined to be

d˛.x;y/D inffL˛. / j  is an admissible curve joining x to yg:

Then X equipped with the metric d˛ becomes a metric space. If d˛ is a complete
metric, then any two points on X can be joined by a minimal geodesic realizing the
distance d˛.x;y/ [3, Theorem 40]. Moreover, X is a locally compact length space.
Thus it follows that d˛ is a complete metric if and only if the metric balls in X are
relatively compact.

3 Riemannian metric on a quotient orbifold

Let G be a Lie group and let M be a smooth (real analytic) manifold. Assume G acts
on M by a smooth (real analytic) almost free action. Assume also that the action is
proper, ie, that the map

G �M !M �M; .g;x/ 7! .gx;x/;

is proper. It is well-known that the quotient M=G is a smooth (real analytic) orbifold
and that every smooth (real analytic) G –invariant Riemannian metric on M induces a
smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric on M=G . We present a proof of this basic
result here (Theorem 3.1), since we failed to find one in the literature.

The main idea is to use the differentiable slice theorem: Let x 2M and let Gx denote
the orbit of x . Let Gx denote the isotropy subgroup of G at x . A G–invariant
neighbourhood of x can be equipped with a smooth (real analytic) G–invariant Rie-
mannian metric. Then there is a Gx –invariant smooth (real analytic) submanifold Nx

of M that contains x and is Gx –equivariantly diffeomorphic to an open Gx –invariant
neighbourhood of the origin in the normal space Tx.M /=Tx.Gx/ to Gx at x . The
manifold Nx is called a linear slice at x . It intersects the orbit Gx orthogonally, and
it intersects every orbit it meets transversely but not necessarily orthogonally. The
exponential map takes an open neighbourhood of the zero section of the normal bundle
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of Gx diffeomorphically to the neighbourhood GNx of Gx which can be identified
with the twisted product G �Gx

Nx . The map

f W GNx ŠG �Gx
Nx!G=Gx ŠGx; gy 7! gx;

is smooth (real analytic) and G–equivariant. The map f is exactly the map that
assigns to every point z in GNx the unique nearest point f .z/ in Gx . Thus, if
g 2 G and y 2 Nx , then the distance from gy to Gx equals d.gy;gx/ D d.y;x/,
where d denotes the metric induced by the local Riemannian metric on the connected
components of GNx .

Let x 2M and let Nx be a linear slice at x constructed by using a local G –invariant
Riemannian metric ˛1 . There is a real analytic local cross section ıW U ! G of
the map G ! G=Gx , g 7! gGx , defined in some Gx –invariant neighbourhood U

of eGx in G=Gx and having the property ı.eGx/ D e . We may choose ı to be
Gx –equivariant, ie, ı.hu/D hı.u/h�1 , for every h 2 Gx and for every u 2 U . Let
f0W GNx ! G=Gx , gy 7! gGx . The map F W U � Nx ! V , .u; s/ 7! ı.u/s , is
a smooth (real analytic) diffeomorphism onto some neighbourhood V of Nx . The
inverse of F is given by F�1W V ! U �Nx , y 7! .f0.y/; ı.f0.y//

�1y/. Let then
y 2 Nx and let N0y be a linear slice at y constructed by using a local G–invariant
Riemannian metric ˛2 . We may assume that N0y � V . Let prW U �Nx! Nx be the
projection, and let �D pr ıF�1jW N0y! Nx . Then � is an equivariant embedding and
it induces the identity map on the orbit space level.

It follows that the quotient M=G is an orbifold with orbifold charts .Nx;Gx; �x/,
where x 2M and �x denotes the natural projection Nx ! Nx=Gx Š .GNx/=G .
The Nx are defined by using local G –invariant Riemannian metrics.

Let us next consider a smooth (real analytic) G –invariant Riemannian metric ˛ on M .
For every x 2M , let Nx be a linear slice constructed by using ˛ . Then ˛ induces a
smooth (real analytic) Gx –invariant Riemannian metric ˛jNx on Nx , for every x . (The
inner product on TzNx , z2Nx , is given by first projecting to TzNz and then composing
with ˛ .) Thus Gx acts isometrically on Nx , for every x 2M . By construction, the
embeddings Ny ! Nx are isometries. Let then N0x be a linear slice at x defined by
using some local G–invariant Riemannian metric. The map �W N0x! Nx induces a
smooth (real analytic) Gx –invariant Riemannian metric ��.˛jNx/ on N0x . Thus also �
is an isometry. Consequently, the Riemannian metrics obtained on the linear slices
satisfy the conditions of Definition 2.4. Therefore, ˛ induces a smooth (real analytic)
Riemannian metric on M=G . We have proved the following.
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Theorem 3.1 Let G be a Lie group and let M be a smooth (real analytic) manifold
on which G acts by a proper, smooth (real analytic) almost free action. Then the
quotient M=G is a smooth (real analytic) orbifold. Every smooth (real analytic) G–
invariant Riemannian metric ˛ on M induces a smooth (real analytic) Riemannian
metric y̨ on M=G .

We leave it for the reader to verify the following observation.

Lemma 3.2 Let G be a Lie group and let M be a smooth (real analytic) manifold on
which G acts by a proper, smooth (real analytic) almost free action. Assume M=G is
connected. Let M0 be a connected component of M , and let H Dfg2G jgM0DM0g.
Then the following hold:

(1) H is a closed subgroup of G , and it contains the connected component G0 of
the identity element of G ;

(2) the quotient orbifolds M=G and M0=H are canonically smoothly (real analyti-
cally) diffeomorphic;

(3) there is a one-to-one correspondence between smooth (real analytic) G –invariant
Riemannian metrics on M and smooth (real analytic) H –invariant Riemannian
metrics on M0 ;

(4) there is a one-to-one correspondence between smooth (real analytic) G –invariant
maps M !R and smooth (real analytic) H –invariant maps M0!R.

Let G , M and ˛ be as in Theorem 3.1. Let x 2 M and let Nx be a linear slice
at x , defined by using ˛ . Let ıW U ! G be a real analytic cross section of the map
G!G=Gx , g 7! gGx , as before Theorem 3.1. Let F W U �Nx! V , be the smooth
(real analytic) diffeomorphism defined by using ı , and let prW U �Nx!Nx denote the
projection. Let  W Œ0; 1�! V �GNx be a curve. The map pr ıF�1 takes every point
in V to a point in the same orbit. Thus the curves pr ıF�1 ı  and  induce the same
curve Œ0; 1�!M=G . Assume there is c 2 .0; 1/ such that  .c/D x . Let 0 be the
geodesic segment connecting .pr ıF�1ı /.0/ to x and let 1 be the geodesic segment
connecting x to .pr ıF�1 ı  /.1/. Then the two geodesic segments are contained
in Nx and they intersect orthogonally the G –orbits they meet (see Alekseevsky, Kriegl,
Losik and Michor [2], the proof of Proposition 3.1(2)). Let  � denote the curve 0[1 .
We obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3 For every curve  W Œ0; 1�! V such that  .c/D x , for some c 2 .0; 1/,
there is a curve  �W Œ0; 1�! Nx having the following properties:

(1) Ly̨.
�/DL˛.

�/�L˛. /;

(2) �. �.0//D �. .0// and �. �.1//D �. .1//.
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We point out that for any curve  in Nx , Ly̨. / denotes the length of  calculated by
using the Riemannian metric ˛jNx defined before Theorem 3.1, while L˛. / denotes
the length of  calculated by using the Gx –invariant submanifold Riemannian metric ˛
induces on Nx . If  intersects orthogonally every orbit it meets, then the two lengths
are the same.

Assume M=G is connected. Let M0 be a connected component of M , and let H be
the subgroup of G consisting of the elements that map M0 to itself, as in Lemma 3.2.
Let ˛ be a smooth (real analytic) G –invariant Riemannian metric on M . By restriction,
we may consider ˛ as an H –invariant Riemannian metric on M0 . Let d˛ be the
H –invariant metric induced on M0 by ˛ . The metric d˛ then induces a metric zd˛ on
M0=H ŠM=G , where

zd˛.�.x/; �.y//D inffd˛.x; hy/ j h 2H g:

Let dy̨ be the metric that the Riemannian metric y̨ induces on M=G . We will use
Lemma 3.3 to prove the following result.

Theorem 3.4 Let M , G , ˛ and y̨ be as in Theorem 3.1. Assume M=G is connected.
Then zd˛ D dy̨ .

Proof By Lemma 3.2, we may without loss of generality assume that M is connected.
Let x;y2M . We will show zd˛.�.x/; �.y//Ddy̨.�.x/; �.y//. Let  W Œ0; 1�!M=G

be a curve such that  .0/ D �.x/ and  .1/ D �.y/. We may assume that  is
admissible. Let z W Œ0; 1� ! M be a lift of  . Decompose the interval Œ0; 1� into
finitely many subintervals Œti ; tiC1�, 1� i �m, such that z .Œti ; tiC1�/ is contained in
a small neighbourhood Vi Š Ui �Nxi

of Nxi
, as before Lemma 3.3, where Nxi

is
a linear slice at xi 2 z .Œti ; tiC1�/. We may assume that x1 D z .0/ and xm D z .1/.
For every 1 < i < m, let ci 2 .ti ; tiC1/ be such that z .ci/ D xi . Let zi denote the
restriction of z to Œti ; tiC1�, for every i . By Lemma 3.3, we may replace every curve zi

by a curve z �i W Œti ; tiC1� ! Nxi
having the properties that �.z �i .ti// D �.zi.ti//,

�.z �i .tiC1//D �.zi.tiC1// and

Ly̨.z
�
i /DL˛.z

�
i /�L˛.zi/:

We next show that the z �i can be chosen in such a way that they define a curve
z �W Œ0; 1� ! M , where �.z �.0// D �.x/ and �.z �.1// D �.y/. For example,
�.z �

1
.t2//D�.z

�
2
.t2//, z �1 .t2/2Nx1

and z �
2
.t2/Dgz �

1
.t2/, for some g2G . Thus, if

z �
1
.t2/ 6D z

�
2
.t2/, we can replace z �

2
by g�1 ı z �

2
. Continuing like this, we can replace

every z �i , if necessary, in such a way that we obtain a curve z �W Œ0; 1�!M . The
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curve z � induces a curve  �W Œ0; 1�!M=G with  �.0/D �.x/ and  �.1/D �.y/.
It follows from the way  � was constructed that

Ly̨.
�/DL˛.z

�/�L˛.z /:

Since  was an arbitrary path from �.x/ to �.y/, it follows that

dy̨.�.x/; �.y//�
zd˛.�.x/; �.y//:

Let then z 2M and let Nz be a linear slice at z . Let �W Œ0; 1�!Nz be a curve. We may
assume that � is simple, starts at z and intersects each orbit at most once. If �.Œ0; 1�/ is
orthogonal to every orbit it meets, then L˛.�/DLy̨.�/. If �.Œ0; 1�/ is not orthogonal
to every orbit it meets, then we may replace � by a curve ��W Œ0; 1�! GNz with
��.t/ 2G�.t/, for every t 2 Œ0; 1�, such that ��.Œ0; 1�/ is orthogonal to every orbit it
meets. Then

Ly̨.�/DL˛.�
�/� zd˛.�.�.0//; �.�.1///:

Replacing local lifts of any path from �.x/ to �.y/ in this manner and gluing them at
the endpoints shows that

zd˛.�.x/; �.y//� dy̨.�.x/; �.y//:

According to [5, Lemma 2.4], the metric zd˛ on M=GŠM0=H is complete if and only
if the H –invariant metric d˛ on M0 is complete. Since, by Theorem 3.4, zd˛ D dy̨ ,
it follows that dy̨ is complete if and only if d˛ is complete. We conclude with the
following corollary.

Corollary 3.5 Let G be a Lie group and let M be a smooth (real analytic) manifold
on which G acts by a proper, smooth (real analytic) almost free action. Let ˛ be a
G –invariant smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric on M and let y̨ be the smooth
(real analytic) Riemannian metric that ˛ induces on M=G . Then y̨ is complete if and
only if ˛ is complete.

4 Comparing Riemannian metrics on X and Xred

Let X be a smooth (real analytic) orbifold. Assume X is not reduced. Replacing every
orbifold chart . zU ;G; '/ by a chart . zU ;G= ker.G/; '/ yields a smooth (real analytic)
reduced orbifold Xred . The orbifolds X and Xred are identical as topological spaces
and the identity map X !Xred is an orbifold map. Let . zU ;G; '/ be an orbifold chart
of X . Then a Riemannian metric on zU is invariant under the action of G if and only
if it is invariant under the action of G= ker.G/. The following proposition follows
immediately from Definition 2.4.
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Proposition 4.1 There is a one-to-one correspondence between Riemannian metrics
on X and Riemannian metrics on Xred . A Riemannian metric ˛ on X is smooth (real
analytic) if and only if the corresponding Riemannian metric ˛red on Xred is smooth
(real analytic).

Remark Assume X is connected. Let d˛ and d˛red be the metrics induced on X

by ˛ and on Xred by ˛red , respectively. If we just consider X and Xred as topological
spaces, ie, if we identify Xred with X , then both d˛ and d˛red are metrics on X and
d˛ D d˛red . In particular, this implies that ˛ is complete if and only if ˛red is complete.

5 Real analytic Riemannian metric

In this section we show that every real analytic orbifold has a real analytic Riemannian
metric. In order to do that, we first need to construct the frame bundle Fr.X / of a
reduced real analytic orbifold X . The construction is similar to that in the smooth case.
For details, see [6, Pages 42–43].

Recall that, for an n–dimensional real analytic manifold, the frame bundle Fr.M / is a
real analytic fibre bundle over M , the fibre of x 2M is the manifold of all ordered
bases of the tangent space Tx.M /. The frame bundle Fr.M / admits a canonical right
action of the general linear group GLn.R/ which makes it a principal GLn.R/–bundle
over M .

For a reduced n–dimensional real analytic orbifold X , we first form the frame bun-
dles Fr. zUi/ corresponding to orbifold charts . zUi ;Gi ; 'i/. The action of Gi on zUi

induces a left action on Fr. zUi/,

Gi �Fr. zUi/! Fr. zUi/; .g; .x;Bx// 7! .gx; .dg/x.Bx//:

Since Gi acts effectively on zUi , it follows that the action of Gi on Fr. zUi/ is free.
The group GLn.R/ acts on Fr. zUi/ from the right and the action commutes with the
action of Gi . Thus Fr. zUi/=Gi is a real analytic manifold on which GLn.R/ acts real
analytically. In fact, we can consider Fr. zUi/=Gi as a twisted product zUi �Gi

GLn.R/.
It now follows from [4, Lemma 0.1], that GLn.R/ acts properly on Fr. zUi/=Gi .

Assume A 2 GLn.R/ and Œx; I �A D Œx; I �. Then .x;A/ D .gx; .dg/x/, for some
g 2Gi . Thus g 2 .Gi/x and AD .dg/x . It follows that the isotropy subgroups of the
GLn.R/–action are finite, ie, GLn.R/ acts almost freely on Fr. zUi/=Gi .

The frame bundle Fr.X / of X can be constructed by gluing together the quotients
Fr. zUi/=Gi . This is done by using the gluing maps induced by the embeddings
�ij W

zUi!
zUj between orbifold charts. We obtain the following.
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Theorem 5.1 Let X be a reduced n–dimensional real analytic orbifold. Then the
frame bundle Fr.X / of X is a real analytic manifold on which GLn.R/ acts by a proper,
real analytic, effective, almost free action. The orbifolds X and Fr.X /=GLn.R/ are
real analytically diffeomorphic.

We are now ready to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 Let us first assume that X is a reduced n–dimensional real
analytic orbifold. By Theorem 5.1, X Š Fr.X /=GLn.R/. Since GLn.R/ acts properly
and real analytically on Fr.X /, it follows from [4, Theorem I], that Fr.X / has a real
analytic GLn.R/–invariant Riemannian metric ˛ . But then, by Theorem 3.1, ˛ induces
a real analytic Riemannian metric on X .

Let then X be any real analytic orbifold, and let Xred be the corresponding reduced
orbifold. By the first part of the proof, we know that Xred has a real analytic Riemannian
metric. It now follows from Proposition 4.1, that also X has a real analytic Riemannian
metric.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 Let X be a reduced n–dimensional real analytic orbifold.
Since X has a real analytic Riemannian metric, by Theorem 1.1, we can construct the
orthonormal frame bundle OFr.X / of X (denoted by Fr.X / in [1]), exactly as in the
smooth case, see [1, Pages 11–12]. The proof is now similar to the proof of the smooth
case [1, Theorem 1.23].

The following result is well-known; see Stanhope and Uribe [9, Proposition 2.1] for
the smooth case. The proof of the real analytic case is similar.

Proposition 5.2 Let X be a reduced n–dimensional smooth (real analytic) orbifold
and let OFr.X / be the orthonormal frame bundle of X . Let ˇ be a smooth (real
analytic) Riemannian metric on OFr.X /=O.n/. Then there is an O.n/–invariant smooth
(real analytic) Riemannian metric ˛ on OFr.X / such that ˇ equals the Riemannian
metric y̨ induced on OFr.X /=O.n/ by ˛ .

Theorem 1.2, Corollary 3.5 and Propositions 5.2 and 4.1 and the remark after it imply
the following correspondence.

Corollary 5.3 Let X be an n–dimensional smooth (real analytic) orbifold, and
let Xred be the reduced orbifold corresponding to X . Then every smooth (real analytic)
Riemannian metric on X is induced by an O.n/–invariant smooth (real analytic) Rie-
mannian metric on OFr.Xred/. Conversely, any O.n/–invariant smooth (real analytic)
Riemannian metric on OFr.Xred/ induces a smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric
on X . A Riemannian metric on X is complete if and only if it is induced by a complete
O.n/–invariant Riemannian metric on OFr.Xred/.
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6 Complete Riemannian metric

Recall that two smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metrics ˛1 and ˛2 on a smooth
(real analytic) orbifold X are called conformal, if there exists a smooth (real analytic)
orbifold map !W X !R such that !.x/ > 0 for every x 2X and ˛1 D !˛2 .

Proof of Theorem 1.4 Let idW X !Xred be the identity map. By [1, Theorem 1.23]
and Theorem 1.2, we have that there is a smooth (real analytic) diffeomorphism
f W Xred ! OFr.Xred/=O.n/. Let � W OFr.Xred/ ! OFr.Xred/=O.n/ denote the nat-
ural projection. Let ˛ be a smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric on X , and
let ˛red be the corresponding Riemannian metric on Xred . The diffeomorphism f

induces a smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric f �˛red on OFr.Xred/=O.n/. By
Proposition 5.2, there is an O.n/–invariant smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric ˇ
on OFr.Xred/ such that the Riemannian metric y̌ induced on OFr.Xred/=O.n/ by ˇ
equals f �˛red . By [5, Theorems 3.1 and 5.2], there is an O.n/–invariant smooth (real
analytic) map !W OFr.Xred/!R such that the Riemannian metric !2ˇ on OFr.Xred/

is complete. Let x!W OFr.Xred/=O.n/ ! R denote the map induced by ! . Then
.x!2 ıf ı id/˛ is a complete smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric on X conformal
to ˛ .

A Riemannian metric ˛ on a connected orbifold X is called bounded if X is bounded
with respect to the metric induced by ˛ . The following result concerning bounded
Riemannian metrics was originally proved by Nomizu and Ozeki in the manifold
setting [8, Theorem 2].

Theorem 6.1 Let X be a connected smooth (real analytic) orbifold and let ˛ be a
smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric on X . Then there is a bounded smooth (real
analytic) Riemannian metric on X which is conformal to ˛ .

Proof We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 1.4. By Theorem 1.4,
we may assume that ˛ is complete. Let x0 be an arbitrary point in OFr.Xred/ and
let OFr.Xred/0 denote the connected component of OFr.Xred/ containing x0 . Let
H D fh 2O.n/ j h.OFr.Xred/0/DOFr.Xred/0g. (In fact, H DO.n/, or H D SO.n/.)
Let ˇ be the O.n/–invariant smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric on OFr.Xred/

such that the Riemannian metric y̌ induced on OFr.Xred/=O.n/ by ˇ equals f �˛red ,
and let ˇ0 denote the restriction of ˇ to OFr.Xred/0 . Let dˇ0

denote the H –invariant
metric ˇ0 induces on OFr.Xred/0 . Let

r0W OFr.Xred/0!R; x 7!maxfdˇ0
.hx0;x/ j h 2H g:
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Then r0 is a continuous H –invariant map and r0.x/�dˇ0
.x0;x/ for all x 2OFr.Xred/0 .

By [5, Lemmas 2.3 and 5.1], there is an H –invariant smooth (real analytic) map
r W OFr.Xred/0!R such that r.x/ > r0.x/, for all x 2 OFr.Xred/0 . The Riemannian
metric e�2rˇ0 on OFr.Xred/0 is H –invariant and, by the proof of Theorem 2 in [8],
it is bounded. Let xr W OFr.Xred/=O.n/Š OFr.Xred/0=H !R denote the map induced
by r . Then e�2xrıf ıid˛ is a bounded smooth (real analytic) Riemannian metric on X

and it is conformal to ˛ .

Assume every Riemannian metric on X is complete. According to Theorem 6.1, X

has a bounded complete Riemannian metric. Thus it follows that X must be compact.
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